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you to the real exam format.
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guides.
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difficult questions in our AD5-E808 study guide for you, and you can finish reading all of the
contents in 20 to 30 hours.
Once you purchase our AD5-E808 exam material, your time and energy will reach a maximum
utilization, For their varied advantages, our AD5-E808 learning questions have covered almost
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Day by day, you will be confident to pass the Adobe AD5-E808 exam, SO, even if the AD5-E808
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material is updated according to the actual test and can ensure you pass.
There are numerous shining points of our AD5-E808 exam training material which deserve to be
mentioned, such as free trial available to everyone, mock examination available in Windows
operation system, to name but a few.
Although we have three versions of our AD5-E808 exam braindumps: the PDF, Software and
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AD5-E808 training questions!
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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are troubleshooting a VPN issue between your gateway and a partner site and you get a
drop log on your gateway that states "Clear text packet should be encrypted". Which of the
following would be the best troubleshooting step?
A. Your phase one algorithms are mismatched between gateways.
B. Use the excluded services in the VPN community to exclude this traffic from the VPN or
determine why the traffic is leaving the initiating (partner) gateway as clear text.
C. Use the excluded services in the VPN community to exclude this traffic from the VPN or
determine why the traffic is leaving local (your) gateway as clear text.
D. This is management traffic and we need to enable implied rule to address this issue.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an exchange server 2016 organization. The organization contains two servers named
EX01 and EX02. Both servers are members of a database availability group (DAG) named DAG01.
DAG01 contains two mailbox databases named DB01 and DB02. DB01 and DB02 are replicated
to all of the members of DAG01.
You run the Get-MailboxDatabaseCopyStatus cmdlet and you receive the following output.

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based
on the information presented in the output.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
If you run the[Resume-MailboxDatabaseCopy]cmdlet, only uncopied transaction logs will be
copied from EX01 to EX02.
If you run the[Update-MailboxDatabaseCopy]cmdlet, DB02 will be deleted from EX02 and
reseeded from EX01.
References:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd335220(v=exchg.160).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-gb/library/dd335201(v=exchg.160).aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. SATA
B. NFS
C. SAN
D. DAS
Answer: D
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